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Why Get a VNA?
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The key to getting 100W to radiate is to match the 50 Ω impedance at every point.
When it does, you have resonance.

Because of the laws of physics, an antenna will only resonant on one frequency.

An antenna can be kind of good on frequencies near the resonant frequency.
Power losses begin to ramp up as the transmission frequency moves

further away from the resonant frequency.
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The key to getting 100W to radiate is to match the 50 Ω impedance at every point.
When it does, you have resonance.

Because of the laws of physics, an antenna will only resonant on one frequency.

An antenna can be kind of good on frequencies near the resonant frequency.
Power losses begin to ramp up as the transmission frequency moves

further away from the resonant frequency.

Adding an 
antenna tuner
Helps get the 
50 Ω match 
back.
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A test instrument is needed to determine the resonant frequency.
Traditionally, this has been an antenna analyzer.

You set the frequency of interest and
read the results with the key one being SWR.

Standing Wave Ratio (SWR) is the result
of Forward Power and Reflected Power.

Forward Power

Reflected Power



When It Comes to SWR
1:1 is resonance
When resonance exists, the impedance consists of only 

resistance and it is equal to 50 Ω.

2:1 down to 1:1 on both sides of the resonant frequency is 
normally considered acceptable.

When resonance does not exist, the impedance consists of both 
resistance and reactance.

Reactance is the net effect of inductance and capacitance.

 Internal Antenna Tuners in those HF/6M transceivers with them 
will handle 3:1 (sometimes more) and seek to match reactance to 
reduce it as close as possible to zero, 1:1.

External Antenna Tuners will often handle up to 10:1 and seek to 
match reactance to reduce it as close as possible to zero, 1:1.

There will still be power output loss due to resistance, but if the 
SWR is 1:1 or close it will be minimal.
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Antennas will often be constructed to cover a whole amateur radio band
or a major part thereof.

You set the frequency on the end of the band and read the results.
You keep dialing and reading to find the low point and continue

to the frequency on the other end of the band. 

Forward Power

Reflected Power

The results can then be graphed. 



SWR Graph

 If the low point is not 1:1, the antenna elements can be adjusted to get closer.
 If the low point is not centered in the band of interest, the antenna elements 

can be adjusted to move it to the center of the band.
 If the frequencies on the band boundary exceed 2:1, a different antenna 

design might give a broader valley. Otherwise, an antenna tuner is indicated 
for those frequencies.
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VNAs can be set to sweep a whole amateur radio band at one time to 
collect SWR and related values that are presented as a

GRAPH.

You can also set a single frequency and read the results.

It eliminates the manual collection of data points and graphing. 

Forward Power

Reflected Power



VNAs
Have existed in laboratories for a long time, but they cost 
thousands of dollars.

Over the last several years, VNAs have increasing 
appeared in the amateur radio world.
In 2017, David Finell, N7LRY, gave a presentation on 

Deepak K9101S that he used in his antenna design 
work. He considered it practical at $900.
MFJ offers several VNAs that are $300-400 depending 

on bands and features.
Comet offers the CAA-500 MarkII for about $400.
RigExpert offers several VNAs from $300 to over $100
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Then along comes NanoVNA.



Where does NanoVNA Come From?
It comes from China.

It is open source hardware and open source software so anyone can 
build it or improve upon it.

The original creator was edy55.

There is a related open source software package called NanoVNA Saver 
for Windows 10 that lets data be downloaded to a PC and analyzed 
there.

There are now multiple versions of NanoVNA
NanoVNA – 50KHz-300MHz
NanoVNA-H – 50KHz-900MHz, 2.8” screen, 650mAh battery
NanoVNA-F – 50KHz-1GHz , 4.3” screen, 5000mAh battery
NanoVNA-H4 – 50KHz-1.5GHz , 3.95” screen, 1950 mAh battery
NanoVNA V2 – 50KHz-3GHz, 2.8” screen, 1950 mAh battery

and maybe some that the presenter does not know about
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The rest of this presentation 
is based on the NanoVNA-H 
[Hugen]



Features of NanoVNA-H
Measures:
 Input voltage I / Q signal
 Reflected voltage I / Q signal
 Pass voltage I / Q signal

Calculates:
 Reflection coefficients S11
 Transmission coefficient S21

Calculates and Displays:
 Return loss
 Phase
 Complex impedance
 Resistance
 Smith Chart
 SWR

Also, Time Domain Reflectometer functionality
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Output of NanoVNA-H
You get a trace for each sweep of the frequency range.

Various formats can be shown:
•LOGMAG : Logarithm of absolute value of measured value
•PHASE : Phase in the range of -180 ° to + 180 °
•DELAY : Delay
•SMITH : Smith Chart
•SWR : Standing Wave Ratio
•POLAR : Polar coordinate format
•LINEAR : Absolute value of the measured value
•REAL : Real number of measured value
•IMAG : Imaginary number of measured value
•RESISTANCE : Resistance component of the measured impedance
•REACTANCE : The reactance component of the measured impedance
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Calibration of NanoVNA-H
The very first step is calibration for the frequency range.

Up to five calibration sets may be saved (0-4)

General procedure:
Connect OPEN STANDARD to CH0 port and execute
Connect SHORT STANDARD to CH0 port and execute
Connect LOAD STANDARD to CH0 port and execute
Connect LOAD STANDARD to CH1 port and execute
Connect CH0 to CH1 and execute

(Save if desired)

The total frequency range is calibrated as Save0 when received.
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NanoVNA-H Packaging
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NanoVNA-H When Opened
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NanoVNA-H Menu Structure Map
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NanoVNA-H Contents
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NanoVNA-H
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3.875” W x 2.375” H x 0.625” D



NanoVNA-H Accessories
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Calibration
Set

USB C to USB C USB A to
USB C

SMA M to SMA M
Extension Cable

SMA M to SMA M
Extension Cable

SMA F to SMA F
Connector

Stylus
Pick



NanoVNA-H Display
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Jam packed small display, which is why there is a stylus pick.



Antennas for AT-D878UV
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Calibration
Set

USB C to USB C USB A to
USB C

SMA M to SMA M
Extension Cable

SMA M to SMA M
Extension Cable

SMA F to SMA F
Connector

Stylus
Pick

QA-11UV (Original Any Tone Antenna)

NA-701 Nagoya (“Free” Upgrade Antenna)

NA-711 Luiton (Bought from Amazon)

How do they compare?



NanoVNA-H & QA-11UV
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QA-11UV Any Tone Antenna – SWR below 2:1 across 70 CM band



NanoVNA-H & NA-701
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NA-701 Nagoya Antenna – SWR below 2:1across 70 CM band



NanoVNA-H & NA-771
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NA-771 Luiton Antenna – SWR below 2.0 across
70 CM band with near 1.0 in center.



NanoVNA-H with SO-239
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SMA F to SO-239 Connector will be needed on the end of an extension
Cable to take SWR measures with UHF supported coax cable.



NanoVNA Accuracy
Several users have run comparisons between NanoVNA and other 
amateur radio VNAs.

Generally, the results have been close.

There are cautions in the GHz range. This is the frontier for 
NanoVNA improvements with successive models pushing ever 
higher.

There is a YouTube video listed under references on this subject.
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NanoVNA Saver
This software is open source and by someone other than the 
original NanoVNA developer.

It interfaces with the NanoVNA and lets you operate it and 
download data to a BIGGER screen for analysis.

You can calibrate the NanoVNA from the NanoVNA Saver.

You have multiple sweep options including averages of multiple 
sweeps.

You have multiple display options including up to six (6) graphs.

You can control colors as well.

You can save data sets.
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Basic NanoVNA Saver Screen
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Example NanoVNA Saver Screen
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Pink highlights the actual 70cm band. (Color can be changed.)



So Why Did I Get One?

Fellow ham brought it to my attention.

NanoVNA covers 50KHz to 900MHz
• My MFJ-226 VNA covers 1MHz to 230MHz
• Did not want to spend $100 more to cover 70CM
• Therefore, I had no way to measure 70CM

Only cost $54 and change to buy
• Not a big financial investment.
• Not a big loss if it did not work.
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Advantages for You

Covers ham bands.
Inexpensive.
Accuracy is acceptable for most ham work.
Can export data to computer.

Cautions:
• Very, very small (nano) with jammed pack screen with 

very, very small type
• Everything is open source – hardware, software, 

analysis program, and documentation
• Documentation is weak in many respects
• Support is groups.io
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Example Use of NanoVNA
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Example Use of NanoVNA
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Sun washes out the 
screen so as to make 
unreadable

NOTE: Already under a 
tent canopy with 
a sunshade wall 
on one side

Solution:
Create a dark room and 
get to work!



NanoVNA References
nanovna.com – instructions for NanoVNA-H and NanoVNA Saver
groups.io/g/nanovna-users/ - user group for NanoVNA and NanoVNA Saver

NanoVNA Saver software – github.com/mihtjel/nanovna-saver/releases

Documentation URL:
https://zs1sci.com/blog/nanovansaver
https://hexandflex.com/2019/08/31/getting-started-with-the-nanovna-part-1
https://hexandflex.com/2019/08/31/getting-started-with-the-nanovna-part-2
https://hexandflex.com/2019/08/31/getting-started-with-the-nanovna-part-3
http:/www.gunthard-

Kraus.de/fertig_NanoVNA/English/English_NanoVNA_2020_part%201.pdf
http:/www.gunthard-

Kraus.de/fertig_NanoVNA/English/English_NanoVNA%20H2_English.pdf
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NanoVNA References
You Tube:
NanoVNA for HAM Radio Introduction – The SmokinApe
NanoVNA-H4 Made Easy – HAM Radio – TheSmokinApe
 Lid Tips – Stan wants to get a NanoVNA – The SmokinApe (includes 

comparison of NanoVNA models)
NanoVNA a $50-$70 Amateur Radio Antenna Analyzer (includes 

compare to RigExpert AA-170 for accuracy)
NanoVNA vs RigExpert Comparison (includes accuracy compare)
Getting Started with NanoVNA-Saver – Ham Radio – TheSmokingApe

Books:
Hallas, Joel R., W1ZR. 2012. The Care and Feeding of Transmission 

Lines. Newington, CT: ARRL.
Hallas, Joel R., W1ZR. 2013. Understanding Your Antenna Analyzer.

Newington, CT: ARRL.
Hallas, Joel R., W1ZR. 2010. The ARRL Guide to Antenna Tuners. 

Newington, CT: ARRL.
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